
Imaging meteors from a suburban back garden (Part 2)   by Tony Barker  

Not all trails in the night sky are made by meteoroids!  Planes and satellites also produce trails.  

Plane trails are usually quite distinctive but satellite trails can, at first sight, appear like meteors.  If 

the trails have no colour and appear as straight white lines they are probably made by one of 

hundreds of satellites orbiting the Earth.  Satellites also cross the sky slower so will appear across 

several adjoining frames.  The only exception to satellite trails exhibiting straight lines were when 

the first generation Iridium satellites ‘flared’ as their reflective 

antennae momentarily caught the sun.  They would produce 

extremely bright flashes, even seen during daylight hours.  I caught 

this image of Iridium 54 between 07:10 & 07:12 on 12 November 

2018 over 7 frames.  Its apparent brightness was -7.3 magnitude: 

much brighter than the planet Venus.  Unfortunately, these old 

Iridium satellites are no longer operating. 

Equipment I use to photograph meteors 

The photos below show the power bank [1] (I use an ExPro EX-

87106) which feeds the dummy battery power adapter.  This 

dummy battery is placed within the camera’s battery compartment 

[2]. I use a CP-W126 DC Coupler Dummy Battery but these 

adapters are available for other makes of camera too eg. Canon.  The dew controller [3] (I use a 

Rother Valley Optics 4 Channel Dew Controller) feeds the dew strap wrapped round the camera 

lens [4] (I use a small heated dew strap available from a number of retailers.  The dew controller is 

powered by the 12 volt battery. The intervalometer is shown at [5].  I use a Neewer EZa-C1 which is 

cheaper than the camera manufacturers’ models. 
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The image below is a composite of star trails and Perseid meteors (Part 1 of this article has an 

explanation of the Perseids) created in free software called StarStax.  It is based on 701 frames 

taken between 23:49 on 12 August and 04:32 on 13 August 2013 with a Canon EOS 500D and 10-

22mm lens set at 12mm.  The camera was facing north and the image laterally centred on Polaris, 

the North Star, which shows as the short bright trail at the centre of the circles.  Apart from providing 

an attractive image, star trails show the colours of stars (determined by their surface temperatures) 

better than single points of light.  Defocussing stars is another way to see their colour. 

There are a number of meteors in this image, mostly moving right to left.  The constellation Perseus 

is situated on the right hand side of the frame and between 12/13 August most meteors appear to 

emanate from this area of the sky.  The different angles made by the meteors arises from the 

changing position of the shower radiant which has risen from lower right to upper right over the five 

hours of exposures.  The glow at lower right is the dawn.  Here is a link to the high resolution image 

which better shows the fainter meteors.   

I hope you have a go at photographing meteors and/or star trails.  The Perseid shower is one of the 

best of the year: it features fast meteors, often bright trails and August nights are warmer!  Though 

the peak is usually around the night of 12/13 August a night or so beforehand can be fruitful too.  

Make sure your camera’s memory card is large enough to record several hours’ exposures.  The 

moon’s presence after midnight will have some impact on visibility - but Perseids are rich in bright 

meteors.  I recall camping on a Sussex hillside, with other members of Croydon Junior Astronomical 

Society, when I was 16.  My first proper viewing of the Perseids…as well as my first pub visit.  But 

that’s another story! 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/149865157@N08/49939683511/in/datetaken-friend/

